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                Printer management

                Manage all your printers remotely

                
                    
                        

                        Instant demo

                        
                            We'll send you credentials to login and follow up info.

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            We just sent you an email with a link to login in AMR printer management portal as demo user.  

                            In a couple minutes should be there. If you can't find it, check your spam folder.

                        

                        Close

                        Alert text.

                    

                

            

        
        
            
                
                    Key benefits

                

                
                    
                        Meter Reading / Billing


                        Collect meter readings from all your printers automatically. We help you synchronize the data collected with your ERP to automate billing.

                    

                    
                        Toner Management


                        Low toner alerts are automatically converted to orders that can be delivered just-in-time with no rush. Keep your customers happy while reducing your freight costs.

                    

                    
                        Proactive Maintenance Service


                        Manage automatic maintenance alarms and customer tickets at the same time. Keep your customers happy and keep all your printers up and running without taking phone calls. Reduce costs and improve service.

                    

                    
                        Integration with your ERP

                        We help you synchronize all your printer data in your ERP or billing software. From meter readings, toner levels, service alarms, everything the printer reports can be integrated.

                    

                

            

        
        
            
                
                    How does it work
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                                Client side

                                A small piece of software (driver) is installed on the customer's network to collect information from printers.
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                                Communication server

                                A communication server collects data from printers 24/7 and transfers it to the reseller database.
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                                Dealer side

                                A local or cloud-based database houses all the data from your printers: meter reads, toner levels, and service alarms.

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        
        
            
                
                    Features explained
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                                Communications

                                Reliability, safety, usability, it all depends on infrastructure and communications. Let's see some alternatives available.
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                                                Hello world
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                                Even without internet access

                                AMR Secure is a solution to monitor printers in a closed environment like banking, hospitals. 

                            

                            Learn More
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                                Transfers data only via email 

                                For customers who are afraid of external attacks and only allow email communication.

                            

                            Learn More
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                                Remote Support Connection

                                Real-time remote connection to the client for adding printers or even editing configurations.

                            

                            Learn more
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                                Open a ticket in 1 minute

                                Scanning a QR code, your clients can open a ticket without the need to remember a user and password. 

                            

                            Learn More
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                                Office automation /Integration

                                Dropbox, Gmail, Telegram, antmyERP, ADV erp, Zoho desk, are some of the integrations that we've made so far. 

                            

                            Learn More
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                                Automatically inform your clients.

                                Inform your customers automatically when you send them new toner or when you detect a printer failure.

                            

                            Learn More
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                                USB printers workaround

                                Manage locally attached USB printers with a workaround. Simple and easy with and Ethernet adapter.  

                            

                            Learn More
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                                API's

                                Connect your third party apps with AMR. Access your printers data in real time  from a third party app with API's . 

                            

                            Learn More

                        

                    

                

            

        
        
            
                
                    What makes us different

                

                
                    
                        Customization


                        Because sometimes "One fits all" doesn't work for you. We listen to you and customize the software so it matches  YOUR needs.

                    

                    sync
                        Integration


                        You are probably already running your company with an ERP software. We help you integrate printer data in real time with your workflow. We love automations.


                    

                    
                        Real people


                        When you need support, you can talk to us. We are real people behind the screens. 


                    

                    
                        Easy to use

                        It's so intuitive, that our clients usually don't need training. If necessary, we have video tutorials and we're always ready to support you.


                    

                

            

        
    
    
        
            
                Testimonials 

                Our customers love us! Read what they have to say below. 

            

            
                
                    
                        "Highly recommended application"
We have been able to automate the orders for equipment consumables as well as the meter readings of our entire fleet. It also allowed us to develop an external application using the data reported by printers directly from AMR.
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                        Antonio Urbano

                        CTO at Bigo Solutions. (Spain)

                    

                

                
                    
                        "Fantastic product right out of the box"
AMR has saved my company thousands of dollars over the years. This software accurately accounts for my customers print usage / toner levels and imports easily to our ERP software. A+++
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                        David Howard

                        CEO of Flat Rate copiers (USA).

                    

                

                
                    
                        "Simple and very intuitive"
A great tool for controlling consumables and copies of multifunctional printers.
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                        Sergio López

                        CTO at Profimatica / Solitium (Spain)
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                    Contact Us
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                    Country

                    Email

                    Message
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